

For the time being

Wednesday, November 30, 2005 

Lovely day off, *not* spent on the sofa with dripping nose or at the computer watching the dripping eaves. The snow is due back tomorrow or the day after but today I was out on bikeback on the dry pavement getting stuff accomplished, like picking up my new lenses finally and renewing my health card.

This last pissed me off a bit, because I had the same health card for 30-odd years until it got stolen in NY three years back. So fine, a new snazzy card with photo (that no-one will accept as photo I.D, don't ask me why.) And then wham after 36 months, not years, we get 'Present yourself at our offices during work hours during the work week before January 1 with proof of identity (passport), proof of residence at current domicile (bank statement) and proof otherwise that you are you (they suggest a credit card) to get your new card.' A major pain for anyone employed, and a pain generally since what they really want is a driver's licence for all these things, so the health card can be synch'd with your licence. Car culture. I spit in your general direction.

Fortunately I got one of those professionally charming gay guys who made the experience as painless as possible and complimented me on the new picture ('Much nicer than your old one' which is true.) So I went and spent money at the Univeristy Bookstore, dropped by the daycare to be greeted by my fanclub, and then biked down Bathurst to the ortho shoe place I passed on Sunday, to order new ortho shoes at something less than $200, go me.

Back to the guys tomorrow. Which is nice too.


Monday, November 28, 2005 

As anyone who's lived with babies has already realized-- uh... (looks around her) OK, fine: as *L* has already realized, one reason I'm hanging out with Tal Mahaj and Gillyflower is so their mother can get laundry done occasionally. It's an apartment so laundry's in the basement (and in a Jewish neighbourhood so most of the tenants won't do laundry Friday night, but they look at you funny if you do) but still- it's hard to traipese up and down when there's one adult for two babies. Today however both guys had narcolepsy: three hour morning naps following in Tal's case on a 14 hour night- and his Mom got a great bundle of stuff ready and headed out the door. And was back minutes later, looking ill.

'There's this *insect* under the laundry table and I think it's dead but I can't go in there.' Dad headed down to check it out and I asked what it looked like. 'It had long legs kind of like a spider but a big body like- I don't know- what do you call them? Cockroaches? but black.' Yuk. So we waited. Dad comes back announcing briskly 'Dead dead dead muerto.' 'What was it?' 'The most terrifying thing there is- a clump of hair from the washing machine.' We howled. And yeah, clumps of hair can look pretty grotty terrifying. 


Saturday, November 26, 2005 

The cold continues to be, well, a cold, but it doesn't move to my chest so I shall call this a triumph for Cold-FX. Still took Friday off since my nose was annoyingly clogged, and watched Gankutsu-ou and did acrostics on the sofa, greatly to Lester's delight. He has the endearing habit of sitting on the back of the sofa and nuzzling my hair, something he never did at his house; but then there were no broad-backed sofas flush against walls at his house.

However if Cold-FX works clearly the gingko biloba doesn't. An item on my VISA bill from Amazon.com dated last week had me baffled, since I didn't remember ordering anything from them. I *did* remember using my card online because I had to remind myself three times to take it back downstairs and put it in my wallet, but I couldn't remember what it was. This is why I never delete emails: turns out to be K's Xmas present. Or possibly early birthday present if you've got something else you'd like, K?

Otherwise grumble grumble I discover that it's never said what happened to the King of Tai and wonder now why I'm reading the novel. Maybe I should get out of 12 Kingdoms fandom before the fact that people write sanitized fanfic for it depresses me more than it does. Or maybe I need to write unsanitized fanfic myself as a corrective.

M- read the Seimei manga finally. Has a straight Seimei cohabiting with a daughter of the Dragon King, who also makes an appearance. Dragon daughter ravishes Douman at one point as part of a complicated semi-French-farce plot. (Ghost of woman haunting a bridge falls in love with Seimei. As a result of some other plot complication he promises to spend a night with her at her place but sends a shikigami instead. Dragon daughter learns of the rendezvous from gossiping youkai and sends ghost a note purporting to be from Seimei, saying 'My wife's away, come here instead' and then instructs a retainer to rape her when she arrives. 'I'll wait for Seimei at *her* place.' Seimei comes home, finds- surprise!- bridge ghost in his house, shrugs, keeps his promise. Would-be rapist sees master is at home and disappears. Douman has engineered the previous complication that resulted in Seimei's promise to the ghost and comes to her house to make sure that Seimei has had his life force sucked from him by copulating with a demon. Is then dragged into the dark depths and screwed mightily all night long. Shikigami takes the opportunity to catch 40 winks. Douman in this settei is a monk and appalled at having Done It with a woman, and then passes Seimei in the morning who says So you raped my wife, huh? I'm not forgetting that.) The art style and the narrative are both confusing but well enough if you like that sort of thing.


Thursday, November 24, 2005 

I hab a code in my node

I do. It's very odd. Colds invariably start in my throat and migrate at once to my lungs, but this one is in my head. Or rather, nose. It's uncomfortable but not nearly as debilitating as the other kinds, so I hope it stays that way. If this is an effect of taking ColdFX, then good; except that ColdFX is supposed to keep you from getting colds.

Tal and Gili handled their photo shoot beautifully and their visit to the Israeli embassy with aplomb. Most babies wouldn't care to have a dozen loud-voiced women descending on them at once and going Gullie gullie gullie! in their faces, but the guys not only bore it manfully, they smiled as well. Of course Tal was an over-stimulated nervous wreck for the rest of the afternoon. He might as well have a key in his back- he gets wound up and then goes on forever. I can generally short-circuit the process by taking him into a quiet dark room, putting him on his back on a comfortable surface and talking reason to him (uhh- reason consists of going Gullie gullie gullie a lot, but you know, it's the *tone* that counts. Plus letting him think that he's the one deciding to drink his bottle and the idea wasn't your own at all perish the thort.) He has occaionally shown tendencies to turn back into himself. I tell him he mustn't. We continue to negotiate this on a day by day basis.

And it snowed last night and the snow turned into ice almost at once, and then it snowed again in late afternoon, blizzarding, and traffic crawled and it was all very unpleasant. This is looking like a replay of last year only a month earlier, and I am not pleased.


Wednesday, November 16, 2005 

L- heehee. American English meets Latin. Dona nobis pacem, and that's ch + em not ch + schwa + m. The vowels of Latin are like the vowels of Spanish more or less, except the i sound which is closer to, well, the i of is. But depending on country, you do hear no-bees. 

Well at least your sister isn't doing the 'put him on his tummy for his mandatory ten minutes of tummy-time/ wails/ unhappiness/ etc. By me four months is still head-lolling squashy parcel time. They don't even have faces at that age.

I have a bunch of Kirishima, usually vol 2 of some series, largely because M kept handing me volumes of hers in Book-off. 'Here- and here- and here-' Oh, M is now M again because it turns out there are hanzi for her name and so it's a *real* name. Mouth radical plus rice grain, which is the sound a cat makes in Mandarin and 'don't!' in Cantonese. ^_^


Tuesday, November 15, 2005 

Tal laughed all day, hilarious, and Gili woke weeping from his nap. The guys have switched personalities this week and their mother thinks it's my doing. Tal spent his first three months wailing 20 hours a day, so you can see why she thinks something's odd.

I've started taking one of those greens mixes, the super-energy one, and it may be working. Not only am I not fried after seven hours of babies, I walked home from the bike store where a) my bike wasn't ready because he didn't write down all that I wanted him to do with it and b) he'd locked the place up and was just heading off when I showed up at 5:10 even though he said he'd be open till 6. I shall get the bike back just in time for the snow. Then I walked down to the video store with my returns and back home. It's not a crushing walk for ordinary people and I was wearing boots which helped my feet, but walking two subway stops and up and down isn't something I'm normally capable of after hefting babies nonstop. And tomorrow I start at 1:30, hallelujah! 


Monday, November 14, 2005 

There is no down time when you have twins. On the up side that saves me from the boredom that nannying easily turns into. On the down side it makes for long days, which are already long enough: 9:30 to past 5:30. I'd still be happy enough except that it's supposed to rain tomorrow, thunder Wednesday, and snow Thursday and Friday, all of which will make my post-work erranding very difficult. Starting with getting my snow-tired bike back tomorrow afternoon when extremely heavy rain has been predicted.

Somehow in all this I must get bike, return DVDs, get daycare cheque, get M's address from daycare because I have to be there Friday night, get to copy shop, get to Japanese store for three months' worth of magazines, and get to hardware store for road salt against Friday's accumulation. (pathetically) It would be *so* nice if it decided not to rain tomorrow. And if it wouldn't rain all next week as it's supposed to, because a new piece of policy idiocy states that all our babies must stay in their cramped baby room all day long except for walks and possibly late mornings if the toddlers go out. Used to be we had their room for the two hours they were sleeping, which was a godsend. Now they're going to be sleeping downstairs. Which is very bad indeed.


Saturday, November 12, 2005 

FWD. No, actually, I Jashaned today. "He's ready for a nap," his mother said. "And he'll be *really* happy if you lie down beside him while he's doing it because he still tells me, every night, 'Dan lie here' when he goes to bed." I assured her I had every intention of lying beside him while he had his nap (he shares an impromptu triple bed with his Mom) and can only assume I slept as well because somehow it got to be three o'clock before I knew it. This is what twins does to you. I hope I can survive the next week because god do I hurt after only two days of it.

All I want is a comfortable mattress but they changed the rubrics on me at some point and now I don't know what a comfortavle mattress is. Common wisdom is that soft mattresses hurt my back, but Jashan's was pretty soft and I didn't have the sacroiliac pains I get from the futon and the hard mattress here. The solution is to lose fifteen pounds, but fifteen pounds doesn't go for the asking. Five pounds does with a simple water pill, but then it comes right back.



Friday, November 11, 2005 

And the other thing that happened that last night in NY was that I dreamed of my father, something I don't think I've done more than once or twice in the twenty years since he died. But it was very pleasant. I'd come back to Bedford (of course) and it was way early in the morning like 3 am and he was down in the kitchen with all the lights on cheerfully fiddling about with something because he couldn't sleep and might as well be bricolering or cooking or whatever it was he was doing. My mother came into it at the end, also very ordinary and cheerful, which was rather nice because my usual dreams where she's alive have me waking in relief at finding that she isn't.

I'm been twinning this week and next- five-month-old brothers, Tal and Gili. When fantasy writers want off-beat names they could do worse than consult the Israelis. Gili is a compact little bundle, dubbed 'The Club Med Baby' because his life consists of eat, hang out, sleep, eat, hang out, sleep. But not for me, of course, because he's the kind who knows I don't belong. Tal is a squashy parcel, colicky for most of his life and difficult. But not for me, of course, because I sing to him and he gives me big drooly smiles. This is a short-term gig and a good thing too, because even though there's always another adult around for emergencies, the other adult is writing a thesis and needs to keep at it, and there's no down time when you have two babies who don't sleep at the same time.

L- thanks for the lead to Wikipedia. So now I know there's a Taiki in Japan volume and what it's called. Confusingly it's published by someone other than Kodansha, and I doubt it answers any questions either. 

Meanwhile 12 Kingdoms fandom in English (and from what I hear, probably in Japanese as well) gives me the gentle creeps, because they /will/ concentrate on Tai-ou/Taiki which is plain shota, period full stop end transmission. Also that Tai-ou, he of the unmemorable and unpronounceable name (OK, it's Gyousou in Japanese, which is fugly) runs neck and neck with En-ou for dweeb male of the series, assuming Asano to be an anime interpolation. I intend to read the En-ou arc for the same reason I'm reading the Youko arc. Keiki reads a touch different than he sounds, and I want to see if En-ou does too.

M- I miss your sofa. Desperately. /Why/ doesn't Ikea make that as a mattress? I would so haul ass out there and buy one.

The train trip back was distinguished by halts three times for freight trains that had gotten in each other's way and had to sort the tangle out, and the third time by the freight train's computer dying completely, requiring us to back up a ways and get on another track. We still got in on time, which is more than airlines do when they get delayed an hour or so as they do so regularly. I might *almost* think about flying down next time but only 'almost.' 

The trees along the Hudson River were gorgeous, and all the way up to the border when it got too dark to see. I'm so glad I had those five days of NY and upper New York State foliage to glut myself on, because when I got back I found a tempest Sunday night (of the knock whole trees down variety) had stripped most of TO's fall colours, which now overflow the sidewalk gutters. Smells nice, but I liked my golden city. They're calling for snow later this week, and I don't know if I'll have a chance to get snow tires put on the bike. Working tomorrow, and Sunday is supposed to be thundering monsoon all day. Just as Wednesday was, which pissed me no end because I got pulled in to the daycare midday and had to cab it.


Sunday, October 30, 2005 

Ahh. Yawn. Four days of babies, including a 9:30-6 yesterday, and on the fifth day I rested. Though Jashan was pretty easy except for a tendency to wake up every hour of his nap to sob Mommyyyy.

It's been warm and sunny, or as warm as October gets. Somehow 15/ 59 isn't as warm as it used to be. We went to the park yesterday, all gold and falling leaves, and met Thabit shivering in a down jacket while his kids went on the slides. 'It's so cold,' said the former Iraqi. 'No it's not,' said this little Canuck. 'Yes it is. Toronto is never warm.' 'You got a problem with those 35 (95F) degree days last summer?' '35,' he scoffed. 'At home it gets to be 40 or 45.' 'That's horrible. You can't live in temperatures like that.' 'Sure you can.' 'By sitting in the shade and not moving.' 'Not at all. When it's 50 out is when I feel energetic.' That's 120F. The man wants to be in Arizona- or wants Arizona to be in Canada, to be more precise. Give global warming half a chance and i'm sur eit will be.

Social
A- agreed that the Japanese have a thing for Zhuge Liang, because he's just so kakkou ii. Liu Bei is not kakkou ii. Also Liu Bei is the genki hero and Zhuge Liang is the elegant sidekick, and we know how elegant sidekicks always trump the genki hero stylewise. The preternatural part is just a facet of kakou ii-ness. But I'd bet that half the Zhuge Liang worship derives from Tanaka, who's done at least three Zhuge Liang avatars that I know of- Narcasse in Arslan, Tsuzuku in Sohryuden, and Yang Wen-li in Galactic Heroes.

I'd make that 18th century Italy. But yes, I'm sure they had the concept of a professional wit whose job was to make things agreeable in the salons and theatres and masquerades, and to facilitate the amours of men who sought the favours of various grandes horizontales.


Thursday, October 27, 2005 

Eleven days. That's a new record for Silence. It's mostly been spent coughing and working, though both cough and work have begun to slack off. Thank god.

Have had a lot of gin poured into me today, making me mellow about things like $180 electricity bills and the new assessment on my house. Granted the electricity is billed every two months, still... The June-July bill was hideous, but so were June and July. The August-Sept bill is only a fifth less, which displeases me. Granted they were hot months too, I still went from AC to fans for most of them, to no great effect. And now I'm hearing nasty whispers about how computers use electricity even when they're off, which I don't want to think about. This beastie used to turn its screen and harddrive off automatically but won't any more, suggesting that I should turn it off myself when it's not in use. I just don't want to. And if it's still gobbling energy, why should I?

But anyway- today was spent mostly with Bolivia, sister of Max. Uhh, Olivia, that is, who threw up on Daycare Shelly spectacularly and copiously yesterday afternoon ten minutes before Shelly was off shift. So today she stayed home, unnecessarily I'd say since she was chipper and happy and babbling away like a house on fire. No matter. It was fun hanging out with her: but I discover after a few days of babies that I'm not as fit as working with the toddlers had led me to believe. I ache, I'm stiff, I creak after a forty-five minute walk with her. Hence the gin.

Olivia's room is decorated with large illustrations from the book about Olivia the Pig. Max's room has large illustrations from Where the Wild Things Are. I don't know where they got the illos from but they're charming once you realize what they are and why they're there. Also Olivia's parent were in Japan, in Kanazawa, pre-kids, for three years overlapping when I was in Tokyo. They were on JET and came back with more mementoes than I did, or more mementoes suitable for furnishing, like Kabuki posters and Mom's calligraphy: with her name in kanji, that ironically has now fixed in my mind what her name is, since it's one of those non-trad names that's close to about three other ones and hence confusible to people like me who confuse even trad names. Well, semi-trad: Donna, Joanne, Colleen, Doreen, Sharon, Sherry: the tapwater names that have nothing to distinguish them one from the other in my mind. Middle-America names. Or Chinese/ Jewish names where you know their *real* name is something else but you don't know what.

Which I suppose brings us to Angie, the other reason I ache so much. Eight months old and utterly beeyootiful in a totally classic Chinese way. Whose grandmother went back to Shanghai on Saturday and whose mother is immersed in a nursing course, and who is consequently inconsolable. Angie- or Anji, more correctly: her hanzi was written on the board but someone rubbed it out before I could ascertain what kind of tree the ji is- insists on being carried, all the time everywhere, and howls if put down: upon which Julie howls too, and then Felix and Stella, and walls shake. Hence someone must always be carrying Angie, and distracting her attention so she doesn't see the comings and goings of our one Chinese replacement worker whose life is otherwise made a misery for her. These elective affinities do happen- Julie marked me as hers very early on, and I wasn't allowed to move an inch from her unless a certain other staff was in the room. 'She likes big women,' her very tall, very thin father told me. 'She loves my (German) mother.' Julie's own mother is very small and very thin (and Japanese, which for a change is something you couldn't guess from looking at Julie.) I have no idea why she likes large, but she certainly does. 


Sunday, October 16, 2005 

A week passes. I still cough and splutter. So does everyone else, of course.

Weirdness at the daycare again. Thursday I take my reading glasses up to the naproom with me, the better to record sleep and wake times in the semi-gloom there. Lacking pockets I shove them, inside their cloth case, into my bra strap. There's the usual scramble once we get there and settle a dozen toddlers onto the right cots and start patting and singing them to sleep and dealing with the crisis of E. doesn't have her special bankie and M. does have a poo and J. wants to sing himself to sleep, loud and off-key. After 20 minutes everyone's asleep pretty much, the staff on their break leave, and I go to record naptimes. Somewhere along the way my glasses have vanished. Maybe I took them out unthinking and put them somewhere. Maybe the slipped out and are under one of the cots. No, no and no they are nowhere to be found. Everyone has been asked to keep an eye out for them; no-one has seen anything of them. They've gone as surely as those Tylenol 3's Alex gave me last year vanished from my backpack.

Now things have vanished and turned up again, like the pocket watch that slipped from, natch, my pocket down in the kitchen on Tuesday and was found by the clean-up; or my shoehorn last winter which some sticky-fingered Big Kid picked up and brought with her on her way upstairs (I say she advisedly: it was the 'satiably curious Neve.) But that's rational: it fell out or was sitting on the bench in the front hallway right at three-year-old level. My glasses are just- a mystery. I'd have felt them fall out, if nothing else. And they aren't anay of the places where I was when I had them. This just... bothers me.

Not to mention the sudden odd difficulty in finding glass cases. Those ones were bought at a Christmas church bazaar. It seems I must wait for Christmas again to get a new one, because nobody appears to carry them except Walmart, and Walmart's are both unethical and ugly.

After t-shirt weather earlier this week (there's a reason everyone stays sick) it's gone cold again today, marked by the official putting on of the flannel duvet cover. I will not turn on the heat, of course: it's only 40 tonight which barely counts as cold.

Will mention that street lamps shining through leaves gone all yellow are one of the better things about October. Sudden rain squalls from sudden grey skies that had been sunny two minutes earlier are exciting, but not exactly enjoyable.


Monday, October 10, 2005 

I have an earworm lately. It's not a song, it's a poem, and it's one of *my* poems, and not a terribly good one, and it's all about how sex with older people can be cool too, even if on reflection it echoes Benjamin Franklin's 'Because they're so grateful' more than I care for. Unlike music earworms, which can easily be traced to their subconscious impetus, I have no idea why I'm hearing this one. Even a bout of poem-making for the current story-- all storm cloud imagery ringing the changes on the opening lines of the Inferno-- has failed to dismiss the obstinate worm. I wait to see what if any application it has to my life these days.

A, *finally* got past the first few pages of the Ima Ichiko and am of course charmed and hooked. I wasn't expecting a heavy dose of detective story and weird tale to my (undercurrenty, I assume) BL, and I was more pleased than I can say to find that the relationship wasn't all there was to the story. I hope she can keep this up. This one is going to provide me with yet another untranslatable phrase, this one taikomochi- drum bearer. We don't have taikomochi though I bet the eighteenth century had some sort of equivalent. The dictionaries all say 'professional jester' which is ill-advised to say the least. 

It's Thanksgiving here. I'm grateful for October, as ever. Also for finding this word:

mamihlapinatapei (foreign) – a shared glance of longing between two people, each knowing the meaning and each wishing the other will initiate something where neither is quite willing to make the move. [from the Fuegian language of Tierra del Fuego.] 


Saturday, October 8, 2005 

October, better late than never. Weather-wise as well. Thursday night the temperature dropped and yesterday was cold and rainy, and I worked 9-6 because I'm a soft touch that way. However, long weekend, and I need only bicycle in to the daycare once or twice for laundry because... I'm a soft touch that way. Heinh.

It's nice of the gov't to give me money back- $86 in this case- but they never say why they're giving it back. *I* think it's an accounting error and I'm usually right because invariable they come back demanding its return, usually in a month when taxes are due.

It's also a truth universally established thatw hatever day K-chan mails me my Saiyuuki episodes they arrive on a Friday. (And thanks for the FMA as well, K.) They arrive on a Friday because the cheap copy place is closed on Saturdays. OTOH the CCP has just bought itself high tech machines that do weird things with resolution and contrast, things I only know about courtesy of Photoshop, so the eps wind up looking Expressionist/ Murnau on their machines anyway. (Possibly they assume, correctly, that most people are copying print?) So Kinko's it is.

L- I've been to Vancouver once, 20 years ago, and registered it as too much water in the air and too many bridges. Victoria is probably more my speed as a city and Whistler is really what my lungs want.
  
Wednesday, October 5, 2005 

I'll archive eventually, I suppose. Slatternly is what I am these days.

Have taken to having sweat attacks at work. Tried the ear-thermometer thing during one of them and found, surprise surprise, that I had a temperature. I think this odd but realize that my firm belief that I never run a fever has no basis to it since I never took my temperature when sick until well into this century. (I've taken it enough recently to know that my normal is a degree or two below everyone else's.) 90 minutes at the walk-in clinic tells me that there's a virus going about, with cough and fever, and that's what I have. Well, fine. The warm weather and air quality warnings add asthma to the mix, and the upshot is that I have what I always have at this time of year- coughing spasms, sore throat, malaise, and a runny nose. I need a nice mountain city with clean air and an Asian population. Anyone know one of those?

The usual story- I was supposed to have yesterday off but got the perennial Can you work So-and-so is sick? I'm supposed to have four days off this weekend, which is as may be; and I trust to get enough rest to lick any lingering megrims.

And such is the sum of my hypochondriac life.

But before I forget, many happy returns of the day before yesterday to A.


Saturday, October 1, 2005 

L- oh wow! Sudden satori. Oh I see. I don't think the Japanese do the sky = sea thing because the only time I've come across what might be a cultural reference to it is Youko in En, looking down at this sea in the sky. Which may be a real sea- sure looks it- but may be the sea of the sky, and the question 'why doesn't it fall down?' is of course absurd. 'It doesn't.'

Of course I'm as much a stranger to mountains as to oceans. I only saw them when I was living in France near the Pyrenees and we'd tell each other, whichever of us had wandered down to the Promenade des Anglais for the paper, 'They've taken the mountains away this morning.' Periodically on sunny days you'd get the peaks sitting surrealistically in mid-air, because the mist that filled the valleys was the same hazy bluish tint as the sky above.

But of course land-lubber (yes, and western) me automatically says 'But the sea mountains and valleys are never in the same place twice. There's no fixed point in the ocean.' This mindset gave me trouble when I was trying to get ranks for my great ocean nobles. A lord is the lord of some place and there are no places in the ocean. River dragons are at least locatable, but an ocean lord is lord of the whole ocean, or none of it. Presumably I need another basis for power: not holdings but military prowess, perhaps: much as I'd like to make it poetic ability. ^_^

The Canon for common readership is stuff the girls probably won't want to read, if PT's reaction to Romeo and Juliet is anything to go by. Luckily or unluckily, depending how stick-in-the-mud you are, the classics keep getting made into films. For Shakespeare, one should have heard or read certain plays at least once, enough to know who's who- Hamlet, R&J, The Tempest, maybe Julius Caesar. Lear is an adult play that I hope some day to learn to appreciate. I like my Austen read, but movie Pride and Prejudice and Emma will do. Dickens is difficult: probably too British for most Americans and too long and too adult for teenagers. (There was a good Masterpiece Theater version of Our Mutual Friend a while back.) I'll happily admit that I've never read Oliver Twist and don't intend to. See the musical, she says wryly.

The Bible is a problem. It really helps to get it as a kid in Bible stories, and if you hear a nice sonorous version every Sunday it doesn't hurt. Only trouble is, people *will* keep treating it as a religious text instead of a literary one, and the current translations are less than sonorous. I suppose there's nothing for it but the remedial course in Bible and Greek mythology that universities now offer to people going into the humanities. 

But you might ask A how she did it. She came to Englit late as I count these things and still seems to ahve read everything that needs reading.

But all this is only applies if you're looking at where western civilization comes from. Present day science and technology seems to be quite divorced from this, though the early SF writers were right in the middle of it. It's quite possible now to live in a world that began about 1980 and from the ljs I read, lots of people do. And it leaves aside the whole question of where eastern and southern civilizations come from, which may concern you if that's where your roots lie.

You also put your finger on another reason for the decline of the Common Reader: there was an explosion of writers in certain fields just when you began reading. I remember it happening. In my early adolescence there were the classic British children's writers and fantasists, and some SF guys, terribly hardcore and to my mind dull. And that was it. Otherwise you read mainstream: grim American authors like Steinbeck and Hemingway or verbose 19th century British authors like Dickens or Thackery. Suddenly after about '67 there was no keeping up with the explosion of fantasy, SF, children's lit and YA. Then all these foreign writers started being translated and you had a raft of Spanish-speaking authors to deal with as well. There simply wasn't time to read it all.



Friday, September 30, 2005 

I must be confused because I thought N's birthday was Sep19 and A's Oct3, precisely two weeks later.

L- I agree with you on the modern American lack of common cultural artifact. I think all English majors have it, possibly history majors, too, but most everyone else doesn't. 

This reminds me of these classmates I had in Tokyo, when the Scots woman was telling the Minnesotan about the Robbie Burns' Night celebrations she'd been to. Robert Burns' birthday is a big thing in Scotland and hence a biggish thing in Toronto as well, given who colonized this place, that gets friendly write-ups in the local papers. The Minnesotan didn't know who Robert Burns was. As he said to the Scotswoman, 'I took business administration in university.'

That shook me, because it finally brought home that there's no concept of The Common Reader any more. To have a general knowledge of English or even American literature, you have to be an English or American lit major. What do people do instead of read, I wondered- because it wasn't from the papers that I learned who Robbie Burns was, but from my mother's poetry books. And the obvious answer is, they watch TV. I didn't watch TV and so to fill the time, I read. Even if I read newspapers, the journalistic style of mid-century was based on the British one that did indeed assume that everyone was a Common Reader, and so threw in Shakespearean and biblical quotes without thinking (is why Catholic me knows so much of the Kings James version of the Bible that Catholics weren't supposed to read.)

I'm kind of sad that there isn't that community of knowledge any more and everyone is now confined to their own field of specialization. It was a bit unbalanced in my day, because science wasn't one of the common knowledge things, it was the field of specialists just as much as literature is now. Oddly enough there's now lots of popular science for people who want to read the wonders of physics and chemistry, and one could be a Common Scientist without difficulty.

(I love Silverlock too. The cross-over to end all cross-overs, notable mostly for being done so well when it could have been arch and obvious.)

I can steal more easily from Chinese poetry because I read it in English translation that has to make arbitrary decisions about subjects and objects. You can read two translations and barely recognize it as the same poem:

You ask me what time I'll return, but I cannot give a time,
The rain in the hills of Ba at night overflows the autumn pools.
When can we trim the candle together by the western window,
And talk together of the rain in the hills of Ba at night?

You ask me when I am coming. I do not know. 
I dream of your mountains and autumn pools brimming all night with the rain. 
Oh, when shall we be trimming wicks again, together in your western window? 
When shall I be hearing your voice again, all night in the rain?

But the whole of an earth-bound poem depends for its point on the earth it references. Take that Wang Wei one:

In the empty valleys few come home
The blue hills are turned from the sun, cold
I envy you your refuge in this place
Long view to the white clouds' rim.

I can't see how to translate it into a sea poem. The point is that the valleys that should be full of people are empty; but emptiness is the natural state of the ocean. And 'Long view to the white clouds' rim' loses its effect for me if it's someone looking up from the sea's surface and not over and down from the top of a mountain. Doable, I suppose; I just don't want to lose a poem I like.
(And what am I to do with the western ones I want to use?

But in the warm salt ocean
He is descending through cliffs
Of slow green water
And the hovering coloured fish
Kiss his snow-bruised body
And build their secret nests
In his fluttering winding-sheet.)


Thursday, September 29, 2005 

I. Am. So. Tired. I feel 80 years old, an oddly nostalgic experience because I used to feel this tired after work twenty years ago. And ached in the same way and had sacroiliac pain and all the rest.

Some of it's being Mahes for three weeks and some is having a cold. I bought the famous and pricey Cold FX that's supposed to knock any cold on the head and took it prophylactically for a week, and when I started getting the symptoms switched to their recommended regime: and I still have the guck in the lungs and the fatigue and the filling sinuses. On balance I remain grateful that my colds are chest colds now and not head colds, because the misery of head colds always amazes me. OTOH the debilitation of chest colds in already compromised lungs has to be experienced to be believed.

The poems in this story are kicking my ass, and I think the trouble is that I don't want to write them: I want to steal them. I've already stolen one, a reworded but still recognizable version of a famous Li Bo poem (and it or one very like it crops up in Kou Josei when the Manchu general dreams of Kou.) But the Chinese poetry that most appeals to me isn't one with any relevance to sea-dwelling dragons, as I was complaining over in the lj. It's all land-bound nature poetry. 'The blue hills are turned from the sun, cold.' What I need is different stuff that's probably not findable in Chinese verse anyway. But it exists in western and that's where I want to steal it from: from Dante and Leonard Cohen and Housman if I dared; and dress it in Chinese sounding metrics and give it to Gouen to recite.

And here's where fandom gets to be a burden. This-side-of-pond fandom doesn't like the allusive reference or even the play of Guess where that came from? Look at what Cassie Claire went through for inserting Buffy dialogue in her HP fics- in the reasonable assumption that everyone would know it was Buffy dialogue, because if there's one common cultural experience over here it's TV. But no. Screams of Plagiarism! and moral crusades abounding, because she didn't give a cite for her allusions.

Now the whole freaking point of a literary or whatever allusion is that telling you what it is upfront spoils the effect. Your reader is supposed to grin at finding *that* turning up in *this*, and the whole joke is lost if the author says flat-footedly 'the line naninaninani comes from Shelley's Ozymandias.' To me it's like cross-overs that tell you what the cross-over is. That ruins the whole point of a cross-over for me, which is to be surprised and hopefully delighted by reading characters I thought I knew when they're seen through the lens of another series' settei.

But this kind of literary game flourished (and flourishes) only in countries with a common cultural experience and a fairly uniform educational system. Like China, certainly, and like England. Go to an English school and you learn your Shakespeare and your ballads and your dreck patriotic poetry- and used to learn your Latin and Greek tags- and this comprises a common fund that anyone can have recourse to and be understood by almost everyone else.

That just doesn't happen over here. About the only common cultural artifact I've seen that people can quote from without cites and have the quote at once recognized is The Princess Bride. (Really. It turns up everywhere.) Otherwise there's no common literary experience, so allusions are no longer allusive. One can do wakaru hito wa wakaru, but that's at once condemned as elitist. Sure it is, if your reference to The Partridge Family can also be considered elitist, since it will be understood only by people who watched The Partridge Family; and I didn't. I was an adult when the Partridges came out (and the same with all the 80's series that compromise everyone's Cherished Youth) and could hardly be expected to watch something like that.

So I'll probably steal the poems I want to steal anyway, and play my little game of will-people-get-this? And not post it universally, so I'll never know if people did get it or not.

Social
L- pillbox hats and jello dishes? This is 50's nostalgia or something? I can handle jello fine, just because it's in my culture, but the best version is jello mixed up with whipped cream and fresh berries and put in the freezer to set. Actually, I think I'd like some now. Also I never heard about E's first day at school, just that he liked it and had a good time. So, well, go him, I guess.

A- are you entering any dance competitions this month? I'd like to go through upper NY state to see the fall colours and spend a weekend in NYC some time after the 20th, though Jashan's Mom has been making noises about a conference the weekend of I think the 23rd. 


Wednesday, September 28, 2005 

And I was thinking- fifteen years ago I was newly in Japan for my first stay, having survived five days in Tokyo and the crush on the Odakyuu sen, and about to take off on my travels around the country. Shizuoka, Nagoya, Ise, Takayama, Matsumoto, Osaka, Kyoto, Matsue, Tottori-ken, Niigata, I think, then some Japan Sea-side city come into towards evening, and finally Fukushima. I've forgotten a lot of what I saw that time, especially in Kyoto, but the gestalt of the trip is still there, somewhere between the tourist's Japan of the very first time and the rather dull country I lived in later. Mostly I remember sun and green woods and trains and a sense of innocence.

Twenty-five years ago I was in Europe, Florence I think by this time, just before coming back to Paris and home. Thirty years ago I was in Pau by this time, after a tumultuous fortnight shuttling between Toulouse and Foix where we wanted to live but couldn't find anyone renting. The world was a much simpler place in those days. I wonder when it got so complicated that I'd never think, now, of heading off to live in a country carrying a suitcase and a travel bag, or of wandering around Europe on my own.

I wouldn't be able to walk, for one thing: though even in my Europe days, fifty pounds lighter, my feet still did what my feet do now. Fifty pounds doesn't help, of course. But someone was telling me the other day that her 68-year-old mother had hired a private trainer to get her up to scratch; and I'm thinking the investment might be worthwhile for me. Given all the structural problems I need someone watching carefully to see I don't aggravate all the present weakneses, but I do want to get some upper body strength back as well as stabilizing my knees and ankles as much as possible.


Saturday, September 24, 2005 

Mhh, yes. K-chan arrived here safely on Tuesday evening, spent two days eating the most deplorable kind of western food and watching the most deplorable kind of western TV, left at crap o'clock Friday am and has returned safely to the rice paddies of Gunma. A certain nostalgia was attendant on watching someone else doing what I used to do yearly a decade ago.

I have been working. Nothing new there.

First day of 'cold enough for socks and closed windows.' To be succeeded by a return to 27C/ 80F tomorrow. With gas and electric costs as they are, I'm not going to complain about warm weather, but the break *is* nice just for today.


Monday, September 19, 2005 

And further: 

K is out of hospital and in Burlington. "(The doctor) has decreed that her seizures are caused by not enough sleep, which certainly matches Saturday night (she woke up really early, and couldn't get back to sleep). He's given her a new anti-seizure perscription to try, plus sleeping pills for times when her sleeping schedule goes screwy."

Which we may hope works. 


Monday, September 19, 2005 

K-chan update
C&p from Steph's email:

Katchan had (that we could count) 4 seizures today, two at our place, and another 2 at the hospital. After the fourth one, the ER doctor put her on an anti-seizure drip, which seems to have quieted things down. Given the number of seizures she had, he wanted to keep her overnight for observation. The ward doctor will have a look at her in the morning, but at this point we expect she'll be released tomorrow, and hopefully be given a perscription that's more tolerable than the previous one.
They gave her a CAT scan and blood work-up this afternoon, and as usual found nothing unusual. We stayed with her until after they had her settled in her room, and she was ready to go to sleep. She feels crappy, of course, but was looking steadily better as the night wore on. And she has a great Night Nurse looking in on her. She sends her love to everybody


Sunday, September 18, 2005 

Well, was going out west for a BBQ for K but when I arrived was told she'd had a seizure and was in hospital. Further updates as I get them. I may hope western medicine will find a cause but they didn't the first time this happened, so no bets. The stress thing, for pretty sure. Damn it.


Thursday, September 15, 2005 

A- I'm sorry to hear your grandmother's not doing well. Fly safely. And yes, it's a Teletubby crossover. That's yellow Laalaa with the corkscrew thing on her head and her ball fixation. She really does say 'Laalaa ball' in the series. A lot.


Wednesday, September 14, 2005 

K-chan arrived safely last night and departed safely for Mennonite country this morning, leaving me omiyage to occupy my days and nights.

The occasional pitas blog. My mind is in a state of FWD these days, but diary keeping tends to be little more than notes of what the weather was like and what manga I've read. This leads to no enlightenment when consulted later on. I meant to note that Saturday was a classic September day of silver sun filtered through thin cloud cover and yard sales in the afternoon warmth. However I no longer remember what that classic September day looked like. 

Yesterday was a day off as E. had his first full day of kindergarten/ day care (expect ructions as fallout today) but I, natch, got the 'can you be here ten minutes ago' call from the daycare and so got to see my fanclub again. A year ago I couldn't get shifts for love or money; now they're so short-staffed for replacements that the cook has to fill in on occasion. This doesn't stop people from taking time off and removing a possible shift person from the roster to cover them. The drawbacks of a co-op when it ceases co-operating. If we had a supervisor it'd be a flat Sorry, you'll have to forego your programming time (a euphemism by and large for five free hours.) If we had co-operative people they'd check first to see if So-and-so was needed that day. Neither happens, and the cook covers shifts. In the long run that may be the most effective weapon, because when Alex gets pissed off enough we have tofu weiners for lunch and granola for snack and anyone who suggests he make chickpea curry or lasagna gets snarled at.

A- TTG suggested dilettante as well, and I think it's the closest English term in general. But I'm still trying to get a sense of what that personality type is. Dilettante has a narrow meaning: interested in the arts, specifically, or some field of knowledge, but shallowly or as an amateur with no intention of being a pro. What's that when applied to life in general? The term is kind of a crux in Saiyuuki, because it's the one Gojou uses about Hakkai and Hakkai then uses about himself. But the first time comes as a comment after Hakkai (who always wins card games) says 'You can read the flow of a card game but it doesn't help if you don't have luck on your side.' 'Ah' Gojou says, 'you're the kiyou binbou type, right?' Dilettante doesn't apply in that context. Dictionary.com gives 'dabbler', but what we have is a dabbler at life. English thinking then veers into on-looker or non-involved, but Japanese thinking clearly goes elsewhere.


Tuesday, September 6, 2005 

Jashan is in love with me. He saw my bike a week or two ago when he was leaving the daycare and wanted to go back to find me. He spent the weekend telling his mother 'Dan house. Go Dan house' though he's never been to my house: but of course, headily, I came to *his* house a week ago when (shiku shiku) he hadn't seen me for a week because I was lying on sofas.

This is nice but, you know. Sorry, guy. You're 50 years too young for me and the wrong sex.


Saturday, September 3, 2005 

I like babies, Lynda, I like babies, I like babies, Lynda-- as the pre-schoolers are wont to say when you wander in with some pleasant edible ('I like cookies, Jeanne, I like ccokies- I *like* cookies, Jeanne, I like cookies'). What a smiling Buddha baby you got there, even if he's still at the squashy parcel stage. And man what a case of thrush. Where'd *that* come from?

The humid weather of last week had me in mind of Tokyo at this same season- golden hazy honey-like sun, feeling like it should be cool but running with sweat anyway- very natsukshii. Today was drier- warm sun and piled up white clouds and blue sky like a memory of summer. Now it goes cool-cool at night and somewhere people are burning wood- not allowed in the city but hell- and it smells like coming autumn. Can't believe the endless hideous summer is over, and I rather doubt it is, because this has the feel of being a warm autumn as well.

Long weekend at a loose end, all these books to read that never go fast enough so I feel like I'm wasting time reading them and thus waste time doing other things like reading blogs. Very unsatisfactory. The books are in English as well as Japanese; things like The Princess Bride that I've never read and now I see why, and various fantasies that go too slow to keep my attention. The manga are either difficult like Ima Ichiko or daunting, like the various series I don't want to start because I have two weeks of early awakenings coming up and I'll be too brain-fried to read manga then. Once into a series it goes fast, as Hagaren did; but it'll be a while before I have the leisure to get into a series. And so I read Urameshiya, which is fun ghosties in Edo stuff; and presumably could finish Masked Detective Suzuki Tarou, abandoned in the heat two months ago. Could. But I continue to play solitaire instead.
 

